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Advancing understanding of AI challenges and opportunities from the crime, justice, and rule of law perspective
What is the AI for Safer Children Initiative?
What is the AI for Safer Children initiative?

Seeks to support global law enforcement in exploring the positive potential of AI tools to combat child sexual exploitation and abuse online.

**ADVOCACY & NETWORK-BUILDING**

Convene events with law enforcement, tech providers and related actors on AI and online child sexual abuse and exploitation.

**THE AI FOR SAFER CHILDREN GLOBAL HUB**

Develop an online platform, designed to support law enforcement in leveraging AI to combat online child sexual exploitation and abuse.
How will the initiative achieve this?

**Seeks to support global law enforcement in exploring the positive potential of AI tools to combat child sexual exploitation and abuse online**

**ADVOCACY & NETWORK-BUILDING**

Convene events with law enforcement, tech providers and related actors on AI and online child sexual abuse and exploitation.

**THE AI FOR SAFER CHILDREN GLOBAL HUB**

Develop and pilot an online platform, designed to support law enforcement in leveraging AI to combat online child sexual exploitation and abuse.

**ETHICAL AND LEGAL PROCESS**

**Design and implement** a strategy to ensure that the initiative is developed in line with all relevant ethical and legal principles and frameworks.
The AI for Safer Children Global Hub
WELCOME to the Global Hub to combat online child sexual exploitation and abuse

More than 30 years since the Convention on the Rights of the Child was adopted, children continue to have their rights violated on an ongoing basis. While the digital era has enabled unprecedented opportunities to realize children’s rights, it has also intensified children’s exposure to risks and harm, in particular the sexual abuse of children.

To help tackle this rising issue, this Global Hub was created to build the capacity of law enforcement agencies worldwide to leverage existing AI technology in combatting online child sexual exploitation and abuse.
AI tools for law enforcement agencies

This database entails tools that use AI and/or emerging technologies in order to combat online child sexual exploitation and abuse. To filter according to your needs, please click here and select the filter icon on the top right.

Besides checking the database of relevant tools you can also provide feedback about a specific tool if you are using it or have tested it in the past at the bottom of this page.

Catalogue
Here you can find learning materials and links to additional resources to improve your workflow by integrating AI, safeguard your mental wellbeing, and rescue children faster.

Investigation Workflow
Learn more →

Mental Wellness
Community Outreach
Upcoming Trainings
Responsible AI
Meet other Law Enforcement Officers

Please find the contact details of the law enforcement agents that have joined the Hub.

Click on each link corresponding to each respective UN member state or click here to see all.
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News and Events

Latest News

Sixty talents, 10 challenges and 5 months to disrupt and build... Specialized Course on Cultural... Maria Eira February 25

Technology providers convene to share their views on the AI... The United Nations Interregional... Maria Eira February 25

Experts convene to discuss ethical and legal aspects of th... The United Nations Interregional... Maria Eira February 25

Child Sexual Exploitation


Next Events

Add event

International Association of Computer Investigative Specialists (IACIS) 2022 Training
Mon, Apr 25, 8:00 AM

European Police Congress
Wed, May 11, 6:30 AM

WeProtect Global Alliance Summit
Wed, Jun 1, 6:30 AM

US National Law Enforcement Training on Child Exploitation
Tue, Jun 14, 8:00 AM

World Artificial Intelligence Conference
Wed, Jul 6, 6:30 AM

Tweets by @AI4SafChildren

Child Protection and Artificial Intelligence on the Agenda as Advisory Board of the AI for Safer Children Reconvenes for Second Meeting.

Read the full press release here: thomun.it/UK& @noiuan @UNICEF @Irkul_UN #ChildrensRights #CSAM
The Next Steps – The Global Hub 2.0
Global Hub 2.0

1. Maintaining and Growing the Global Hub

2. Country trainings for Global Hub Members and other Law Enforcement Officers

3. Hackathons to keep innovating the Global Hub’s features and materials

4. Regular online information sessions for the Global Hub members
Thank You!

Irakli Beridze
Irakli.beridze@un.org